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I'm jealous of the rain That falls upon your skin It's closer than my hands have been I'm jealous
of the rain I'm jealous of the wind That ripples through your clothes It's closer than your shadow
Oh, I'm jealous of the wind, cause. I wished you the best of All this world could give And I told
you when you left me There's nothing to forgive But I always thought you'd come back, tell me
all you found was Heartbreak and misery It's hard for me to say, I'm jealous of the way You're
happy without me. I'm jealous of the nights That I don't spend with you I'm wondering who you
lay next to Oh, I'm jealous of the nights I'm jealous of the love Love that was in here Gone for
someone else to share Oh, I'm jealous of the love, cause. As I sink in the sand Watch you slip
through my hands Oh, as I die here another day Cause all I do is cry behind this smile. Please
click here if you are not redirected within a few seconds. Labrinth - Jealous Lyrics Labrinth. I'm
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connect with your customers, and the conversion rates are higher than social media marketing.
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from the others. We discuss them in a meaningful manner just for you. We also explain various
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readers. Antivirus Reviews â€” big detailed reviews of good enough antiviruses, which we
found during our research and comparisons. Finance â€” everything related to money and
business online. Learn how to save money with apps , find fundings for new startups , and
other financial advice. Social Networks â€” everyone uses social networks, but not everyone
knows the tips and tricks we know. Sharing tips and trying to solve your issues with Facebook ,
Twitter , etc. Misc â€” Everything related to online and tech, which does not fit any of the
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changes will be prominently posted here. Jealous Guy is a song written and originally recorded
by English rock musician John Lennon from his album Imagine. Not released as a single during
Lennon's lifetime, it became an international hit in a version by Roxy Music issued in early ; this
version reached 1 in the UK and Australia, and was a top 10 hit in several European countries.
Lennon's own version was subsequently issued as a single, and charted in the US and UK.
Lennon began writing the song in , when, as " Child of Nature ", it was among the many songs
demoed by the Beatles before they recorded their self-titled double album also known as the
"White Album". The lyrics were originally inspired by a lecture given by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
in early , when the Beatles attended his spiritual retreat in Rishikesh, India. In its rewritten form,
the song serves as a confessional in which Lennon addresses the feelings of inadequacy that
resulted in his failings as a lover and husband. The song's inspiration came in India, after the
Beatles attended a lecture by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi about a "son of the mother nature".
McCartney's composition, " Mother Nature's Son ", was selected for The Beatles , but Lennon
did not attempt to record "Child of Nature" during the sessions for the album. Both were
demoed at George Harrison 's Esher home in May The demo of "Child of Nature" featured
Lennon's double-tracked vocal and playing an acoustic guitar. Early the following year, Lennon
revisited the song during the Get Back sessions. Three recordings of "Child of Nature" are
currently known. The first is a demo of the song recorded at the home of George Harrison in
May The second, on which Harrison sings backing vocals, was recorded at Twickenham Film
Studios on 2 January A third recording was made at the Beatles' Apple Studio on 24 January. A
snatch of the chorus from the second recording appears on the Fly on the Wall bonus disc

packaged with Let It Be Lennon's recording of "Jealous Guy" was released on the Imagine
album in It was not released as a single until November , five years after Lennon's murder, and
four-and-a-half years after Roxy Music had taken their cover of the song to number one. In the
United States, the single reached number 80 on the Billboard Hot in November , in conjunction
with the release of the film Imagine: John Lennon. The following musicians performed on the
final track on Imagine : [8] [9]. A promotional video was made for the song in It showed, mostly
in a continuous overhead shot by helicopter, John and Yoko travelling in a hearse from their
Tittenhurst Park mansion to a nearby lake, where they were then shown getting into a row boat.
Lou Reed covered the song for a Lennon tribute concert. Following Lennon's death in , Roxy
Music added a version of the song to their set while touring in Germany, which they recorded
and released in February As of , the single had sold 91, copies in Australia. A music video was
filmed for the song, which mainly consisted of Bryan Ferry singing to camera before whistling
and playing on a Sequential Circuits Prophet-5 synthesizer during the coda. Guitarist Phil
Manzanera and saxophonist Andy Mackay also appear in the video during their respective
solos. In , the song was recorded by Belgian singer of Italian origin Roberto Bellarosa , after
winning the first season of The Voice Belgique in , released on 4 April , from his debut album Ma
voie The single reached number 4 in Belgium. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. The
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Top 30 [27]. Dutch Top 40 [28]. Belgium Ultratop 50 Wallonia [30]. It was released on September
8, , by Island Records as the second single from the record. The single has also peaked at No. It
peaked at No. The song had its biggest success in the United Kingdom, where it peaked at No.
The song's music video was shot by director Peter Tunney, a frequent collaborator of Jonas'.
The video received positive reviews and was praised for inspirational quotes in the background.
The official remix of "Jealous" featured singer-songwriter Tinashe and was released on
November 5, The song was also covered by The Voice season seven contestant Chris Jamison.
The Uncensored Version was uploaded to his Official YouTube account but is not present on
the Explicit version of the album. In an interview with E! News August , Jonas confirmed that
"Jealous" would be the second single of his upcoming album. He revealed the song was about
the feeling of threat men experience when another man looks [at] or interacts with their
girlfriend. You feel like you're ready to go. Jonas played a second preview of "Jealous" during
an interview on the nationally syndicated radio program On Air with Ryan Seacrest on
September 4, Fans who pre-ordered the album also received a digital download of "Jealous"
upon its release on September 8, The song is written in a key of D Major and Jonas' vocals span
A3 to D5 in scientific pitch notation. Talking about the video, Jonas said: "The video is basically
a trip into the mind of Nick Jonas by way of stream of consciousness. After having the chance
to get to know you, I feel like none of them would really be right because you are so different
than the public perception. So let's get inside your mind because this song is very personal
even though it's fun. It's kind of a dance song in a way. But let's dig a little deeper and see what

it means to you. You can see he layers a bunch of different news clippings and articles and says
something greater over top of it. The video is the same way. The real message is that jealousy is
something we all feel from all different walks of life, whether it's about romance or love or family
or whatever it is â€” insecurities. It touches on all that and also has sort of a fun through line
with me and Olivia is actually in the video as well. On August 24, , it was announced that the
music video would be released on September 16 and is directed by Peter Tunney and Ryan
Pallotta. Jonas performed the song on Late Night with Seth Meyers. During the performance he
was accompanied by two ballroom dancers, Artem Chigvintsev and Lindsay Arnold. On January
25, , he performed the song as part of a medley with his songs "Chains" and "Teacher" live
during the evening gown competition at the Miss Universe On November 17, The Voice season
seven contestant Chris Jamison performed the song live during the top 12 performances. In the
blind auditions premiere, Dana Harper covered this song on The Voice season Thief Club
released a cover on the album Just Give Up. The remix received generally favorable reviews
from music critics , who felt that it complimented the album version. He also released after the
announcement a second snippet of the remix and announced that it will be released on
November 5. Chris Brown has also released a remix. Justin Davis of Complex wrote that
Tinashe added her own female touch to the bouncy song, giving the other side of the story for
Jonas' ode to being protective over his romantic conquests by sympathizing with her own
admission of jealousy. The song remains just as catchy as the original, with Jonas' macho
verses remaining intact, but the addition of Tinashe gives the song new life. Smith wrote that
the Hip-hop's up-and-coming it girl puts an extra sexy spin on the former Jonas Brother's
angsty single, adding herself to the chorus and turning the music's Prince factor up to Digital
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